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This article provides an overview of Japan’s current bond administration
system and proposed future changes.
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Introduction

This article summarises the current system and the reasons

Japanese law relating to the administration of corporate

Administrators, and then summarises the key points of the

bonds of domestic issuers contemplates the appointment of

proposed supplementary system.

why current practice avoids the appointment of Bond

so-called “Bond Administrators” (shasai kanrisha), to manage
and protect the rights of bondholders, who may be too
effective independent action. This system was first

Overview of current ‘Shasai
Kanrisha’ system

introduced in a 1993 revision of the Commercial Code

As noted, the Companies Act provides in principle that

of Japan (Act No. 48 of 1899) and retained in its successor

domestic issuers of corporate bonds in Japan must appoint a

legislation, the Companies Act of Japan (Act No. 86 of 2005)

Bond Administrator, which is entrusted with administration

(the “Companies Act”), which currently remains in effect.

of the bonds under a Bond Administration Service

numerous and have ownership interests too small for

The Companies Act in principle provides that any domestic

Agreement (“BAS Agreement”) between it and the issuer.

issuer of corporate bonds must appoint a Bond

Authority of Bond Administrator

Administrator at the time of issuance. In practice, however,

Bond Administrators hold authority from two sources, the

most domestic issuers of corporate bonds in Japan avoid

Companies Act (“statutory authority”) and the relevant BAS

such appointment on the basis of exceptions included in

Agreement (“contractual authority”). Their statutory

the Companies Act.

authority cannot be waived or limited by contract, and it

In a number of recent cases, however, issuer defaults have
caused damage to bondholders which appointment of Bond
Administrators might have avoided. Accordingly, legislative
authorities in Japan are now considering a new supplement
to the existing system. We also speculate that this
supplement might enable less highly-rated issuers to
access the Japanese corporate bond market.

encompasses all judicial and non-judicial acts on behalf of
all bondholders that are necessary to secure payment for
bondholders or to protect bondholders’ rights relating to
bonds. Such authority includes, among others, the power to
take the following actions on behalf of bondholders:
(i) registration of bondholders’ claims with courts handling
bankruptcy, civil rehabilitation or corporate
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reorganisation proceedings for domestic issuers of

All of these obligations are applicable to the exercise of both

corporate bonds, to enable such bondholders to

statutory authority and contractual authority, and whether or

participate in the proceedings; issuance of demands on

not the relevant bonds are in default. Bond Administrators

behalf of bondholders to relevant courts, to enable

which violate these obligations may be subject to liability

such bondholders to participate in distribution
proceedings arising from compulsory execution
vis-à-vis domestic issuers of corporate bonds; and
notification of bondholders’ claims to domestic issuers
of corporate bonds subject to corporate liquidation
proceedings accompanied by dissolution, to enable
such bondholders to participate in the proceedings
(collectively, “Administrative Authority”);
(ii) acceptance on behalf of bondholders of principal and

(which will be joint and several in the case of two or more
Bond Administrators) to compensate bondholders for losses
arising from the violation; although Bond Administrators
which can prove absence of fault on their part (e.g. in cases
of force majeure) may avoid such liability.
The Companies Act permits only banks, trust companies
and certain other entities specified in the Ordinance for
Enforcement of the Companies Act of Japan (Ordinance of
the Ministry of Justice No. 12 of 2006) (the “Ordinance”)
to act as Bond Administrators.

interest payments (“Payment Acceptance Authority”);
(iii) demand on behalf of bondholders for principal and
interest payments (“Payment Demand Authority”); and
(iv) initiation of litigation against issuers of corporate
bonds for payment of principal and interest (“Judicial
Action Authority”).

Exceptions in the Companies Act
As noted, however, the Companies Act also includes
exceptions under which domestic issuers of bonds in Japan
can avoid appointing Bond Administrators. Issuances of
bonds with face amounts limited to ¥100,000,000 or more
constitute one such exception. In addition, the Ordinance

If necessary in connection with any of the above actions,

provides that if the number obtained by dividing the

the Companies Act also grants Bond Administrators, subject

aggregate face amount of all bonds of an issuer belonging

to court consent, authority to investigate the status of

to the same class by the minimum permitted face amount

domestic issuers’ business and assets.

of such bonds is less than 50, then the appointment of a

Obligations and qualifications of Bond
Administrators

Bond Administrator will not be required.

Bond Administrators are required under the Companies Act to
undertake administration of bonds fairly and in good faith for
the benefit of bondholders. The concept of “fairness” in this
context requires Bond Administrators to treat bondholders
equally, subject to appropriate proration in accordance with
their holdings, while the concept of “good faith” prohibits
Bond Administrators from pursuing their own or any other
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Bond Administrators are also required under the
Companies Act to exercise the “due care of a prudent
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manager” when carrying out their duties. This concept is
widely used in Japanese law, and in this context means that
Bond Administrators must exercise their statutory and
contractual authority in a timely and appropriate manner in
light of generally accepted management standards.
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As a matter of current market practice in Japan, most

for FA Bonds, have shown themselves to be uncomfortable

domestic issuers of corporate bonds take advantage of

with the risk of less highly-rated issuers in the absence of

these exceptions to avoid appointment of Bond

financial covenants and, accordingly, have tended to

Administrators. According to data provided by the Japan

confine their investment in FA Bonds only to highly-rated

Securities Dealers Association, in the fiscal year ended

issuers. The result has been that FA Bonds have tended to

March 31, 2018, Bond Administrators were appointed in

be issued only by such highly-rated issuers. (Less

only 134 out of 560 issuances in Japan of straight bonds by

highly-rated issuers of course have the option to proceed

Japanese entities, or approximately 24%.

with issuance of bonds by employing Bond Administrators

This general reluctance to appoint Bond Administrators
appears to arise principally from the high fees charged by
qualified entities to accept appointment. Potential

chosen not to do so under the current system, due at least
in part to the cost of Bond Administrators.)

appointees in turn justify these fees by pointing to the broad

Reflecting this market effect, there were only two defaults

discretionary authority which they are required to exercise

on issuances of straight FA Bonds in the period from 2003

upon appointment (i.e. to take all actions necessary to

through 2008. However, due to the impact of the global

secure payment for bondholders or to protect bondholders’

financial crisis of 2007 defaults on FA Bonds increased

rights relating to bonds) and their potential liability.

noticeably thereafter, notwithstanding the supposedly high

Market impact of current system
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and providing financial covenants, but in most cases have

As noted, for cost and other reasons, domestic issuers of
corporate bonds in the Japanese market have tended to
avoid appointment of Bond Administrators. Domestic
corporate bonds issued in Japan without Bond
Administrators are sometimes referred to as “Fiscal Agency
Bonds” or “FA Bonds”, because issuers thereof commonly

creditworthiness of their issuers.
This experience gave rise to demands for enhanced
bondholder protections. Resulting discussions within
regulatory authorities and self-regulatory entities in Japan
included suggestions that centralised management and
protection of bondholders’ rights might in some cases have
enabled holders of FA Bonds to avoid damages resulting

enter into agreements appointing fiscal agents to handle

from defaults by providing timely information and

bond administration matters, such as issuance and

facilitating necessary claims collection actions. These

payment procedures. Unlike Bond Administrators, however,

suggestions are now embodied in the proposed

fiscal agents have no statutory or contractual obligation to

supplement to the existing system.

protect the rights of bondholders. The sole source of their
authority is their agreements with issuers; and,
accordingly, fiscal agents are subject to liability only to
these issuers, and not to bondholders.

Some discussions have also suggested that the
enhancement of bondholder protections might also enable
less creditworthy domestic issuers to enter Japan’s FA
Bonds market, from which they have historically been

FA Bonds also omit protective features which are included

blocked due to the reluctance of institutional investors to

in some BAS Agreements. More specifically, some BAS

invest in debt of such issuers without adequate protections

Agreements (typically in respect of unsecured corporate

and the high cost of Bond Administrator appointments.

bonds) include financial covenants binding on issuers,
aimed at restricting their financial activities to ensure
payment to bondholders. FA Bonds, however, lack an
administrator acting on behalf of bondholders to police
violations of these financial covenants and, accordingly,
FA Bonds are generally issued without such covenants.
Institutional investors, who are the principal target market

Overview of proposed ‘Shasai Kanri
Hojosha’ system
With the background described above, a proposal is now
under consideration in Japan to supplement the existing
Bond Administrator system. This proposal contemplates
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the appointment of so-called “Bond Administration

appointed only upon approval of a bondholders meeting,

Supporters” (Shasai Kanri Hojosha) by domestic issuers of

but will be exercisable without such approval in respect of

corporate bonds in Japan.

any lesser portion of an issuance. The Interim Report

Discussions regarding this possibility have been held by
the Legislative Council of the Ministry of Justice of Japan
(the “Council”). In February 2018, the Council published an
interim report detailing proposals for revisions to the
Companies Act, including revisions addressing bond
administration (the “Interim Report”), and requested public

contemplates requiring two thirds supermajority approval
by bondholders for exercise of Judicial Action Authority,
with a quorum requirement of one fifth of all voting rights.
For exercise of Payment Demand Authority in respect of an
entire issuance of bonds, however, only majority approval
is contemplated, with no quorum requirement.

comment. In May 2018, the Council published the results of

The Interim Report also seems to contemplate grant to

this request, indicating receipt of no public comment

Bond Administration Supporters of policing authority on

opposed to the introduction of the new proposals.

behalf of bondholders over any financial covenants which
may be made by issuers but sets forth no substantial

Under the proposed revisions to the bond administration
system, domestic corporate bond issuers in Japan will have
the option, for issuances in which appointment of Bond
Administrators is not required, to contractually appoint
so-called Bond Administration Supporters, in order to
provide certain minimum protections to bondholders.

details regarding this point.
In respect of the Administrative Authority, methods and
timing of exercise are prescribed by the relevant law. On
the other hand, the Interim Report indicates that the
circumstances, methods and timing exercise by Bond
Administration Supporters of Payment Acceptance

Bond Administration Supporters are expected to protect

Authority, Payment Demand Authority, Judicial Action

the rights of bondholders and undertake support of

Authority and other possible contractual authorities will be

management activities in furtherance of this objective. As a

prescribed by contract and not left to Bond Administration

side effect, we also speculate that with the protection and

Supporters’ discretion. The Interim Report also

support provided by Bond Administration Supporters,

contemplates that exercise by Bond Administration

investors may be more willing to invest in the corporate

Supporters of authority in certain cases affecting the rights

bonds of less highly-rated domestic issuers.

of all bondholders will be subject to bondholder approval.

Authority of Bond Administration Supporters
The only statutory authority which the Interim Report
specifically contemplates granting to Bond Administration
Supporters is Administrative Authority, which the Interim

The reduction in significant substantive discretion with
regard to exercise of authority on the part of Bond
Administration Supporters is in direct contrast to the
situation of Bond Administrators, which are expected to
exercise such authority entirely at their own discretion and

Report describes as the minimum authority necessary to

largely without bondholder approval. The Interim Report

protect the rights of bondholders.

expresses the view that this difference will impose

The Interim Report further contemplates, however, that

responsibility, and accordingly liability, for bond

Payment Acceptance Authority, Payment Demand Authority

administration principally on the bondholders, with the

and Judicial Action Authority (as well as others at the
contracting parties’ discretion) may be granted to Bond

Bond Administration Supporters acting as facilitators for
this bondholder-controlled administration.

Administration Supporters as contractual authorities under

Exhibit 1 summarises the differences in grants of authority

their agreements with issuers. The Interim Report

between Bond Administrators and Bond Administration

contemplates that these contractual authorities, if granted,

Supporters in respect of Administrative Authority, Payment

will be exercisable in respect of an entire bond issuance for

Acceptance Authority, Payment Demand Authority and

which a Bond Administration Supporter has been

Judicial Action Authority.
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Ander

Differences in grants of authority between Bond Administrators
and Bond Administration Supporters

Exhibit 1

Bond Administrator

Bond Administration Supporter

Administrative Authority

Statutory Authority

Statutory Authority

Payment Acceptance Authority

Statutory Authority

Contractual Authority

Payment Demand Authority

Statutory Authority	Contractual Authority; subject to majority approval of
bondholders meeting in case of exercise for all bondholders

Judicial Action Authority 	

Statutory Authority	Contractual Authority; subject to supermajority approval of
bondholders meeting in case of exercise for all bondholders

Source: The Companies Act and Interim Report

Obligations and qualifications of
Bond Administration Supporters
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The Interim Report contemplates that, like Bond
Administrators, Bond Administration Supporters will be

is found to be in violation of its obligations, the resulting
liability should be imposed jointly and severally only if the
other Bond Administration Supporters are also found to be
in violation of their obligations.

required to carry out their functions fairly and in good faith

As for the qualifications of Bond Administration Supporters,

for the benefit of bondholders, and to do so with the due

the Interim Report suggests imposition of identical

care of prudent managers. The Interim Report also imposes

qualification requirements to those applicable to Bond

almost the same liability on Bond Administration

Administrators. Several public comments, however, have

Supporters as is imposed on Bond Administrators

supported the view that lawyers should also be qualified to

(i.e. if a Bond Administration Supporter violates its

serve as Bond Administration Supporters.

obligation described above, such Bond Administration

The reduced potential liability of Bond Administration

Supporter shall be liable to compensate bondholders

Supporters discussed above, as well as expansion of the

for losses arising as a result).

qualification requirements for the Bond Administration

As noted, however, the exercise of authority by Bond

Supporters if these are accepted, may have the effect of

Administration Supports is expected to be limited by

reducing the cost of appointment of Bond Administration

statute and by contract, and in some cases to be subject to

Supporters as compared to that of Bond Administrators.

bondholder approval; and the Interim Report takes the view

There is also speculation that potential institutional

that the risk of claims against Bond Administration
Supports for violations of fairness, good faith or due care
will be substantially reduced as compared to such risk for
Bond Administrators. Concomitantly, the Interim Report
also argues that the restriction on the exercise of discretion
by Bond Administration Supporters will reduce the
potential scope of their liability.

investors may be more comfortable with the risk of less
highly-rated domestic issuers, if such issuers are induced
by lower costs to appoint Bond Administration Supporters,
and particularly if such issuers accept financial covenants
and grant compliance monitoring authority to their
Bond Administration Supporters. If this is correct, the
potentially lower cost of appointing Bond Administration
Supporters could make it possible for less highly-rated

The Interim Report also suggests that even if there are two

domestic issuers to access Japan’s FA Bond market

or more Bond Administration Supporters and one of them

as issuers.
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Conclusion

of this new mechanism is widely adopted, we speculate that

The proposed addition of Bond Administration Supporters,

appointment of an equivalent to Bond Administration

with reduced authority, obligations and liability, to Japan’s

Supporters, to provide a similar level of investor protection

bond administration system, could create a less costly

for bonds issued in the Japanese market by non-Japanese

alternative to the appointment of Bond Administrators,

entities, such as Samurai Bonds, for which appointment of

while still offering a useful level of investor protection. If

Bond Administrators is not currently required.

this in turn could lead to future demand for contractual

legislation implementing this addition is passed, we think
there is a realistic possibility that its use would be widely
adopted by domestic issuers of corporate bonds in Japan
going forward.
Among other benefits, it could also potentially offer less
highly-rated domestic issuers the opportunity to issue

Contact us:
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Otemachi Park Building
1-1-1 Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku

corporate bonds, invigorating the Japanese debt market.

Tokyo 100-8136, Japan

Furthermore, although the bond administration system
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applies only to corporate bonds of domestic issuers, if use
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